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Motivation
•
•
•
•

Subrosion – leaching of soluble rocks (i.e. rock salt, anhydrite, gypsum
and limestone) mostly due to groundwater
Natural origin; sometimes enhanced by anthropogenic interference
Sometimes subrosion processes have catastrophic consequences
Recent, haunting examples in Germany:
unexpected collapse events and associated damage caused by sinkholes in Schmalkalden and Tiefenort 2010 and Nordhausen 2016

•

Sinkhole near Bad Frankenhausen, Thuringia, Germany

Knowledge about processes and therefore ability of prediction of such
events insuﬃcient
Complexity of processes requires an integrated geophysical approach:
investigation of fundamentals of structure, hydraulics, solution processes and mechanics as well as their interconnection
→ study multiple aspects of subrosion taking advantage of diﬀerent
physical properties and mechanisms

•

Bad Frankenhausen

Petrophysics

Surface Deformation

Electromagnetics

Seismics

Numerical Modelling

This study investigates the complex electrical properties
of carbonate rocks. The analysis takes place in combination with petrophysical, mineralogical and geochemical
measurements.

Gravimetric and geodetic measurements are performed
to monitor time-dependent, subrosion-induced characteristics, i.e., ongoing subsidence and mass movement in
the subsurface caused by leaching.

The aim is to utilise electromagnetic methods, georadar
and electrical resistivity measurements for the characterisation of karst structures, sinkholes and disaggregation
zones and distinguish those from the undisturbed rocks.

SH-wave reﬂection seismic is well suited to image and
characterise near-surface subrosion structures and to
identify unstable zones, especially in combination with
P-wave reﬂection seismic and VSP.

To better understand the underground structures and
subrosion processes, part of the research is to simulate
the collapse mechanism and rock failure to specify the
conditions in which sinkholes form.

Example: Laboratory experiments on a large variety of
carbonates were conducted that covers a wide range of
petrophysical parameters. The SIP-measurements showed
four diﬀerent types of polarization behaviour in the spectra of imaginary part of conductivity (σ‘‘ ). The relationship between σ‘‘ and the real part of surface conductivity
(σ‘surf) indicated that the surface conductivity controls
the bulk conductivity and the polarization mechanism.

Example: Since March 2014 precise levelling campaigns
and time-lapse gravity campaigns using four diﬀerent gravity meters were performed in the city centre of Bad
Frankenhausen (Thuringia, Germany).

Example: In Bad Frankenhausen (Thuringia, Germany)
borehole georadar constant-oﬀset and tomography
measurements have been performed.

Example: In 2010 a sinkhole of 30 m diameter and 20 m
depth opened in Schmalkalden in Thuringia, Germany. In
the vicinity of the backﬁlled sinkhole, seven shear wave
reﬂection seismic proﬁles were acquired using a
120-channel landstreamer attached with horizontal geophones and an electrodynamic micro-vibrator, exciting
horizontally polarized shear waves.

Example:
Failure inﬂuenced by
stress in intact rocks
(using the roxol TM
code, based on latest
XFEM routines):
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The aim is to understand the reasons of the polarization
eﬀects for carbonates. Furthermore, the investigation of
the dissolution behaviour of carbonate rock will be in
focus to estimate the impact on polarization eﬀects for
varying pore space.
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(a) Measurement network color coded circles indicate vertical deformation between
March 2014 and January 2017,
black dots mark time-lapse gravity network, yellow polygons
show assumed historical sinkholes; (b) levelling proﬁle that
shows continuous subsidence
with seasonally varying deformation rates; (c) comparison of
subsidence (red) with changes
in absolute gravity (blue: not corrected for Δh; cyan: corrected for
Δh; cyan: corrected for Δh using a vertical gradient of gravity of
-0.3086 mGal·m-1) between March 2014 and January 2017. Seasonal hydrological variations are not corrected.
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Right: Locations of the seven SH-wave reﬂection seismic proﬁles (blue & red), the
boreholes (orange) and the backﬁlled
sinkhole (yellow).

Constant-Oﬀset

CONSTANT-OFFSET:
strong reﬂections

↔

TOMOGRAPHY: small
↔
permittivity values (blue)

Constant-Oﬀset

Georadar borehole
measurements Bad
Fr a n ke n h a u s e n
(250 MHz antennas).
Results of constantoﬀset (left and right) and
tomography
(middle)
are in agreement with
borehole information.

areas of destructed
and karstiﬁed bedrock
known cavity

Borehole georadar has successfully been applied to
detect a cavity and areas of disruption.

Left: Migrated and depth-converted section of proﬁle 4. The
high-amplitude reﬂector in ca. 15
m depth is the base of the Triassic
formation and the Permian Zechstein formations show vertical and
lateral heterogeneities. Several
faults (thick black lines), which
probably serve as ﬂuid pathways
were detected. A large depression
(blue dashed line) was imaged
north of the sinkhole. Possible
zones of active subrosion within
the Staßfurt- and Werra formations are indicated by low reﬂectivity zones (pink circles).

The study conﬁrmed the beneﬁts of SH-wave reﬂection
seismics to characterize and detect near-surface subrosion structures and unstable zones.

• The ﬁnal fracture
system builts an
arch, from which
blocks will propably
fall out.

Diﬀerent stages of fracture initiation and propagation inﬂuenced by underground cavities.

Conclusion & Outlook
Considering different perspectives:
• Investigation of structure on diﬀerent scales by georadar and shear wave reﬂection seismics
• Temporal aspects and evolution as well as understanding of essential processes by numerical
modelling, SIP percipation and solution experiments and monitoring of deformation

Failure begins in
the central upper
part of the cavity.

• It propagates concentrally from the top of
the cavity to the
Earth`s surface.
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Right: Crossplot between
σ‘‘(@1Hz) and σ‘surf for
the investigated samples
and the Tushka carbonates of a preliminary study.
A single línear gradient of
0.025 can explain the
data well.
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Left: σ‘‘-Spectra of the four
diﬀerent carbonate types:
Silurian Dolomite (Dol),
Edwards Brown (EBK),
Indiana Limestone (ILS)
and Leuders (LK). Four different types of curves can
be identiﬁed.
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Future Work:
• Integration of structural information, monitored deformation and knowledge about solution
processes into detailed numerical models and simulation of subrosion processes
• Identiﬁcation and characterisation of areas of high risk based on multiple aspects
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Fracture propagation, as
well as the interaction
between existing joints
can be modelled in roxol.
Therefore, our ﬁrst
approach will be to
extend local input parameters (joint system,
cavity shape and position) to predict time- dependent rock failure.

